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Item 14    Action Summary – General Practice Provider Development Group  
Held on 11th July 2018 at  12.30 - 2.30, at Cromwell Primary Care Centre 

   

Items Discussed Actions: 

Notification of death documentation:  
A representative from Care Plus Group attended to update regarding changes to the method for sharing notification of deaths w ith 
local practices, to ensure the information is exchanged as securely as possible. The group felt that the proposed processes w ere 
appropriate and workable. It was agreed that the CCG would send out communications to practices regarding this.  
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Summary Care Record: 
Gill Foley from NHS Digital attended to provide an update regarding local progress with the rollout of the summary care record and 
enhanced summary care record. Gill had attended numerous meetings and groups within NEL to raise awareness and promote rollout; 
however the usage remains quite low. It was agreed that an awareness session for practice administrative staff would be helpful, and 
that this would be facilitated by the CCG at the same time as one of the protected learning time events.  
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Local Quality Scheme 2018/19: 
A draft version of the proposed quality scheme for 2018/19 was shared and discussed. No major concerns were raised regarding 
deliverability. J Wilson agreed to circulate the latest draft for any further comments, prior to taking it to the Primary Care 
Commissioning Committee for decision.  
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Proposal for Electronic Referral System (eRS) and Patient Choice Enhanced Service: 
J Wilson outlined an idea for a new enhanced service to improve the offer to patients regarding booking of hospital consultant-led first 
outpatient appointments through the eRS, ensuring there is sufficient time for choice discussions with patients and ensuring there are 
consistent processes across Practices. It is envisaged that this would be most effectively delivered across Federations. This is within the 
context of the implementation of the national ‘paper switch off programme’, which means that all referrals for consultant-led first 
outpatient appointments must be sent via the eRS from 1st October 2018. The CCG is developing a draft specification and will share 
with practices for comments.  
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